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The following task team model will (we trust) get the work of the Gardens done by sharing its care and 
maintenance widely.  
 
All members, those with and without allotments, are expected to sign up for, and actively participate 
in, one or more of the following teams.  
 
If you aren’t sure what to choose, talk to a Site Manager or other Coordinator, or send an email to 
gorgegardens@gmail.com.  
 
There are two kinds of task teams, Management and On-site. 
 

 (A) Management Team – There is one management team: 

Coordinator Team  
 
This team is responsible for decision-making, planning and management of the Gardens.  
Amongst other things, it looks after membership and allotment assignments, financial 
management and fundraising, and communications. The Coordinators make up this team, with 
coordinator team meetings advertised and open to all members. 
  
(B) On-Site Teams   
 
There are 14 On-Site Teams to choose from (see descriptions and map following). Members of 
each team select a leader and organize themselves to perform the maintenance tasks assigned 
to their designated area. The intent is not to overload anyone, but rather that many hands -- 
doing a little bit each, perhaps, each time they visit the Gardens -- makes for light work.   
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Map of On-Site Teams: 
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On-Site Task Team Descriptions: 
 
1. Berry Lane Gardens   The berry plants and trees along the eastern fence and the three blueberry beds on 
the opposite side of the pathway. 

 
Monitor, tidy, weed, report any irrigation issues; cut back, dead head, stake and tie any wayward 
plants; and check for pests and diseases. Cut back berries if they start to spread beyond the fence.  

 
2. Northland Gardens   Plants on the upper berm. This area includes the grape vine along the north 
fence and the fruit trees. 

 

Team members and the Site Manager(s) will determine what vegetables or other plants to plant along 
the berm; plant, monitor, weed, check for diseases or pests, and report any irrigation issues. Monitor 
fruit trees for caterpillars, and thin out setting fruit as necessary. 

 

3. Stone Bench Gardens   The pollinator garden, the stone bench gardens, the adjacent potted plants, and 
the two small beds on the north side of the pathway. 

 
Monitor, tidy, weed, dead head, hand water (there is no irrigation in this part of the garden), stake 
and tie plants, check for pests and diseases. Team members and the Site Manager(s) will determine 
any changes -- removals and/or new plantings – to these beds.   

 
4. Sharing Garden   This garden is on both sides of the main entrance. It runs part way along the west fence 
and includes the grape vine west of the entrance and nearby V-beds with strawberries.  

 

Determine what vegetables to plant in spring and again in the fall, keeping a list for subsequent 
teams. Prepare soil and plant seeds or starters; tidy, weed, report any irrigation issues; cut back, dead 
head, stake and tie plants; and check for pests and diseases. 

 

5. Welcome Gardens   The triangular garden opposite the main entrance to the Gardens, the garden beside 
the nearby picnic bench, and the two triangular gardens just south of them on either side of the pathway. 

 
Monitor, tidy, weed, deadhead, stake and tie plants, report any irrigation issues, and check for pests 
and diseases.  

 
6. West Entrance Gardens   The xeriscape garden around and behind the toilet enclosure, the espaliered 
apple tree, and the garden opposite the toilet. 

 
Monitor, tidy, dead head, stake and tie wayward plants; weed bed as needed; check for pests and 
diseases; report any irrigation issues (hand water the strawberries in the v-beds); The espaliered apple 
tree should be monitored for caterpillars and fruit thinned out as necessary. 

  
7. Island Orchard Gardens   The garden just east of the shed -- which includes the hazelnut and fruit trees -- 
the potted plants outside the shed, and the rhubarb patch to the east of the compost bins.  

 

Monitor, tidy, dead head, stake and tie wayward plants; weed bed as needed; check for pests and 
diseases; and report any irrigation issues. The apple and pear trees need to be monitored for 
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caterpillars, and fruit thinned out as necessary. Work with the Site Manager(s) to determine any 
additions to this bed. 

 

8. Herb Gardens    The island herb garden and the strawberry V-beds in the centre of the Gardens site. 
 

In collaboration with the Site Manager(s), suggest and plant any new herbs; tidy, dead head, stake 
and tie wayward plants; weed bed as needed; check for pests and diseases; report any irrigation 
issues. 

  
9. Rain Gardens   The rain garden, the swale, and the lower berm.  

 

Monitor, tidy, weed, report any irrigation issues; cut back, dead head, stake and tie plants; and check 
for pests and diseases. Work with the Site Manager(s) to determine any additions to this bed. 

 
10. Walking and Gathering Areas     The gravel and bark mulch paths and gathering areas, as well as the two 
Saanich Parks picnic benches. 

 
Weed and rake pathways as needed (careful to avoid ground nesting pollinators); pick up and dispose 
of garbage left in the Gardens and on or beside the Saanich Parks picnic benches.  

 
11. Perimeter Areas   The wood chip buffers and grassy patches outside the fence and the wood chip 
pathway behind the shed.  

 
Maintain the wood chip buffer around the Gardens site (area as described above) by cutting the grass 
with the weed eater; remove invasive plants and weeds, including their roots.  

 

12. Irrigation   All outlets, the drip system, and the water barrels. 
 

In collaboration with the Site Manager(s), determine and set schedules for drip irrigation systems, 
check operation of all irrigation valves and taps, report any irrigation concerns to the Site Manager(s), 
and fill water barrels as necessary. 

 
13. Compost and Bees    The compost bins and the mason bee boxes. 

 
In collaboration with the Site Manager(s), monitor and maintain the compost bins, including layering 
and shifting finished materials; manage the mason bee boxes, setting out the cocoons in spring and 
removing them in fall and cleaning trays and boxes. 

 
14. Enclosed Spaces    The shed, the book box, and the toilet. 

 

Keep the shed and book box tidy; monitor tools and equipment; when the toilet is returned, sweep it 
out regularly and add toilet paper as necessary; check every Wednesday outside the toilet for garbage 
which the servicing company will not take and place it in the parking lot garbage bin; report any 
concerns to the Site Manager(s). 


